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Consultation

A. The NFI should widen the data matchingpowers to include prevention and detection ofcrime (other than fraud).
strongly disagree
The expansion of the already extensive data-sharing powers of the CabinetOffice powers to the “prevention and detection of crime” is likely a disproportionateintrusion on fundamental rights. The personal data of millions of people in the UK isalready shared and justifying the current regime would already require strongrestrictions, which the narrower focus on fraud just about provides. Expanding thissystem into a generalised monitoring of large numbers of the population forundefined crime prevention would likely fail a proportionality test.
A non-exhaustive list of problems to be examined would include:

 the generalised nature of the data collection across the population. The NFIcurrently collects more than 20 data types, over 8000 datasets, which is over300 million data records from 1300 participant organisations; there is no opt-out of mandatory data sharing and people cannot avoidengaging with the public sector in their dealings so this is akin to monitoringpublic spaces; the objective is not narrowed to more serious crimes; the data analytics techniques can becomes increasingly sophisticated so it ishard to predict and foresee the intrusion; the nature of data matching is creating new potential suspects of crime. Inprinciple, this is just a flag, but there is evidence from other fields thatautomated decisions bias human supervision, so the initial matching couldhave a larger impact than expected.
In addition, it is likely that this extension will affect vulnerable groups. Migrants inparticular could be affected because of the ongoing policy formerly known as the“hostile environment”. This means that the Home Office will attempt to use any minorissue to take away any entitlements with the aim to make life in the countryunpleasant and difficult so they choose to leave the UK. The existing data sharingalready involves checks on migration status and sharing of data with the Home
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Office. Hundreds of Tier 1 highly skilled migrants have been denied indefinite leaveto remain (ILR) after being accused of deceptive behaviour due to minor taxdiscrepancies and clerical errors,1 under paragraph 322(5) of the immigration rules.2According to immigration specialist lawyers, these cases are “are amongst the mostchallenging to win”.3 Expanding this regime to all the other purposes will mean a lotmore data being shared about migrants and new opportunities for abusive behaviourfrom authorities.
The police have long argued that their involvement in immigration matters has adetrimental impact on policing and community relations. So although immigrationoffences such as overstaying visas and illegal entry were criminalised by the 1971Immigration Act, they were rarely enforced by the police, reflected by extremely lowprosecution and conviction rates. In 2012, however, a new ‘joint working operation’between the police and Home Office codenamed Operation Nexus was piloted inLondon, before being rolled-out nationally. The details vary by region, but typicallyinclude having immigration officials embedded at police stations, police officerschecking people’s immigration status, and police contact and intelligence used tobuild deportation cases.4

B. The NFI should widen the data matchingpowers to include apprehension andprosecution of offenders.
strongly disagree
The prosecution of offenders presents distinct issues to the general prevention ofcrime. In this case the data matching is more targeted than in the former case asthere is already a basis for suspicion, which for now we can assume would be basedon separate evidence. We are nevertheless concerned about the apparent lack ofsafeguards.

Expanding the capacity of police to collate information from public and private bodiesin the way it is proposed is tantamount to providing a “search engine” service forpolice. As explained in the consultation document:
“The police (may want to) find offenders more efficiently than is currently the case…( and could) use the NFI data matching to help locate a person's address oremployment details as part of their criminal investigations. This would be seen as a
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part of their intelligence gathering processes.”
“The NFI offers police forces a more effective way of searching locally held recordsfrom multiple organisations simultaneously. Currently, individual requests are madeto separate local authorities/government departments using written data protectionexemption requests.”
This last paragraph betrays a disregard for the current systems of checks andbalances that aims to protect human rights.
According to data protection expert Chris Pounder5 this means the Cabinet Office“brazenly calls for the undermining of fundamental protections for data subjects”. Thedata protection exemption requests that the police find so cumbersome contain abalancing exercise where the human rights of the person involved, including the dataprotection right to know whether their data has been shared,6 are curtailed on anexceptional basis for dealing with crime. The proposed “more effective” mechanismwould turn the current system on its head from exceptional access to routine. Thiswould be open to legal challenges.
The proposed system does not even appear to include any controls to ensure thatthe police would not abuse their new capacity to trawl databases.

C. The NFI should widen the data matchingpowers to include prevention and detection oferrors and inaccuracies.
strongly disagree
The principle that organisations should maintain data quality is important, but thiscannot be justified to increase the processing of data in a way that generates newinsights. Unfortunately, this seems to be the case here, as we cannot separate thefixing of errors from the use of the data for the other purposes.
In principle, expanding the powers to fixing errors and inaccuracies without theother new proposed powers on crime and debt would appear to be less intrusive andraise fewer concerns. However, there are many issues that make this proposal
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problematic in its own terms.
If the aim was simply to fix minor errors, such as misspelt names or addresses ormaiden and married name confusion, this may be more justified and most peoplewould find this useful, but the proposals will change the entitlement status to variouspublic services. This is a completely different activity that cannot be justified simplyunder the guise of data quality.
There is a lack of due process throughout this exercise, where any matching forerror fixing could trigger all kinds of unpredictable consequences. Discrepancies andanomalies could be interpreted as evidence of wrongdoing, which could lead toauthorities cutting off support for groups already vulnerable and marginalised whowill find it even harder to seek redress and in the meantime have no means ofsupport. The NFI focuses on data matching, that is comparing datasets looking forinconsistencies. If these are discovered, it is the responsibility of the organisationsinvolved to follow up and find if there is actual fraud or some other issue. As theadministrative decision is carried out by a separate organisation from the NFI, theprocess to challenge the decisions could become more difficult for people affected.
As with crime, currently the proposals for errors and inaccuracies do not providecomprehensive institutional safeguards for the handling of personal data, forexample mandatory notifications to the people affected by error identification beforethey see any change in their entitlements. In this case it would be hard to see whythe principle of transparency in data protection would be exempted. Data matching inany context faces some serious problems of reliability and the potential creation ofnew errors.
Furthermore, taking the data out of context by a unit at the Cabinet Officeremoved from the direct provision of services makes it harder to make nuancedinterpretations. The kind of information we are dealing with here is highly intimateand potentially complex, for example the relationships of cohabiting couples orfamilies with multiple parents. This is particularly problematic for vulnerable andmarginalised groups7.
The use of private sector data adds a problematic dimension that getsuncomfortably close to a national ID system by stealth. Over the past decade therehave been many debates over the creation of identity regimes in the UK, from thefailed introduction of ID cards by the last Labour government to the Verify system.The current proposals appear to sideline these debates by creating a system whereprivate organisations can buy access to the NFI tools, now expanded to a broadrange of purposes, including correcting errors in datasets. Credit reference agenciesare only one of the sectors involved, but there is not statutory limit on who can begiven access, which is under the discretion of the Cabinet Office, and with aneconomic incentive to earn more fees.
This will have wider consequences, for example in the migration context. AsChris Pounder explains: “For a few thousand pounds, such employers candemonstrate to the immigration authorities that they have expended every effort not
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to employ persons who cannot work in the UK.”
This kind of development requires extensive debate and should not be introducedthrough a statuary instrument with a few weeks’ notice. These new mandatorypowers for dealing with errors are a huge expansion of state data-sharing thatrequire a much broader debate.
This data matching is a form of automated profiling, which is recognised in dataprotection law to carry higher risks While fixing errors may seem a good reason forsharing data this can have negative consequences and be perceived as intrusive,and even when it is for delivering benefits to those who are entitled there areproblems with stigmatisation.
ORG was part of a policy process to increase data sharing in the Digital EconomyAct 2016, and these concerns came up repeatedly. For example, in the sharing ofdata about free school meals, where stigma was one of the main reasons for loweruptake. The consultation document mentions free school meals again, despite NFIstaff being present in those discussions years ago. The need to respect the dignity ofthose involved, who had the right to avoid benefits if they wanted, was extensivelydiscussed with the Cabinet Office.
ORG’s basic principles at the time were:
“ORG’s minimal criteria are that data sharing agreements should not lead to awidespread intrusion on people’s privacy; should be proportionate, limited in scopeand enshrine fundamental rights; and carry strong safeguards against wilful abuseand unintended consequences.”8

D. The NFI should widen the data matchingpowers to include recovery of debt owing topublic bodies.
strongly disagree
The consultation documents partly justify the creation of these new powers inorder to deal with the expected levels of debt owed to government caused by theCOVID-19 pandemic “due to COVID fiscal stimulus packages and other emergencyresponse measures (…) and increasing the number of vulnerable people interactingwith government debt recovery processes.”
The extension of data matching powers to assist in the recovery of debt owed topublic bodies may not be appropriate when the inequalities present before the
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pandemic have both increased and widened. The Citizens Advice Bureau hasdescribed the situation as a ‘burgeoning debt crisis.’ With one in four UK adults atfinancial risk, the number of data records involved is likely to increase exponentially.Migrants in particular are facing desperate situations leaving some with little to noincome. In a letter to Sir Patrick Vallance earlier this year, the Joint Council for theWelfare of Immigrants wrote that:
‘the majority of migrants in the UK have ‘No Recourse to Public Funds’ andthat ‘long before the pandemic, NPRF restrictions have been pushing workingfamilies into abject poverty, forcing them into unsustainable debt … Since the Covid-19 outbreak, this situation has considerably worsened.’

The proposals focus on being able to trace individuals with outstanding overduedebt and fast track the recovery, but also mention possibly helping people managetheir debt. These discussions about debt fairness already took place at the time thatthe Digital Economy Act 2017. The DEA contained various safeguards to providesome control over the use of these powers, which were piloted on the basis of aclear business case, data impact assessments, and a statement on how thedepartments using the data would comply with the Fairness Principles9 developedpartly as a result of ORG’s mobilisation of debt management groups in the DEApolicy making process. It is unclear how these new powers will be applied.
Before any new powers are created, the public needs to know more about howthe existing powers are already used. When the DEA was being drafted the CabinetOffice admitted that the practical impact of data sharing on public debt would belimited because there was no mechanism for government departments to coordinateand prioritise multiple debts. To deal with this issue, the government created theDebt Market Integrator as a semi-private joint venture with Equifax. The newcompany Indesser states that they have recovered over £2 billion in public sectordebt for 17 government bodies, using “data, analytics and the resulting insight toenhance understanding of customers who owe money, and then define andimplement fair and effective treatment strategies based on their individualcircumstances”.10
The Cabinet Office has also developed a Debt Management Function andconsulted on consulted on this complex issue11, where any reforms should be part ofa wider change to the machinery of government. There is widespread agreementthat debt management in the public sector can be improved,12 but the creation ofnew data matching powers without additional mechanisms to increase fairness coulddo more harm than good.
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Do you want to raise any particular equalityrelated issues in relation to this proposal?
As data matching is a type of large-scale profiling of individuals with legal effectsand ‘likely to result in high risk’ it has the potential to be harmful to migrantcommunities therefore careful attention needs to be applied and continuousmonitoring carried out – privacy, safety and discrimination concerns.
As we discussed above, we are concerned about the impact that the proposedmeasures are likely to have on vulnerable groups specifically migrants. Examples ofthe data matches the NFI already does include several migration examples.

 An employee is working for one organisation while being on long-term sickleave at another Failing to declare an income while claiming housing benefit. Payroll records to records of failed asylum seekers. Obtaining employment while not entitled to work in the UK. Claiming housing benefit despite having a housing tenancy elsewhere.
The increasing sharing of personal data and associated data process could resultin discrimination against certain groups or individuals in the way that their personaldata was used. There is reason to believe that growing data matching forimmigration purposes is likely to occur as the Government’s Hostile Environmentbecomes increasingly digitised.

Do you have any views on the updates to theCode of Data Matching Practice?
The Code of Data Matching Practice is deficient, particularly in not making clearwho is the data controller when mandatory data sharing powers are used by theCabinet Office. The Code says that in most cases the participant organisations willbe data controllers, but in our view in most cases of mandatory data sharing theCabinet Office will at least have joint if not full controllership.
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Do you have any views on the proposals toextend the data matching powers with respectto data protection?
Confusing data governance and weaker subject rights
As discussed above, the responsibilities of the Cabinet Office vs the participantorganisations are not clearly defined, making it more difficult for individuals toexercise their rights or access, correction, etc.
The consultation conflates mandatory and voluntary data sharing, but the dataprotection regime is very different in those cases.
Consent, trust and the right to object
This confusion over the legal bases for data sharing is particularly important withrelation to the right to object to data sharing that is not mandated by law, which is notexplained or discussed anywhere in the consultation document. The NFI PrivacyPolicy explains this:
“Where the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out inthe public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested in the data controller:You have the right to object to the processing of your personal data. This right doesnot apply where your data is disclosed to us under a legal obligation underParagraph 2 of Schedule 9 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014.”13
However, as we discuss below, data exemptions may apply in some cases andindividuals may not know in which cases they can object and when not.
The recent report on Addressing trust in public sector data use by the UKGovernment Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation sets out that:
“The sharing of personal data must be conducted in a way that is trustworthy,aligned with society’s values and people’s expectations. Public consent is crucial tothe long term sustainability of data sharing activity.”14
The NFI Privacy Notice makes it clear that data processed under the Local Auditand Accountability Act 2014 does not require consent. While the technical consentunder data protection may not apply to much of the data processing of the NFI, thegeneral principle of public consent surely should be retained.
The proposals do not protect the fundamental right to privacy
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Some data sharing will involve several exemptions to data subject rights:
“2.16.3.Individuals’ subject access rights may be limited as a consequence ofexemptions from data protection legislation. This determination should be made on acase by case basis by the organisation in receipt of the request for information. Thismeans that individuals may, in some cases, be refused full access to informationabout them that has been processed in data matching exercises.”
Chris Pounder explains that because the regime “can negate most of the datasubject rights as well as well as the first two Principles in Article 5 (GDPR)…compliance with the UK’s data protection regime is touted in the consultationdocuments as a safeguard, when it is not.” This means that ”the main safeguard isArticle 8 of the Human Rights Act, yet any analysis of Article 8 is absent from theGovernment’s consultation text or Draft Code.”
A human rights analysis should make a clear case for the necessity of the powersand data sharing to comply with a legal obligation and what less intrusivealternatives would may available, which is absent from the consultation.
Excessive retention periods and ongoing rolling databases

Mr Pounder has also raised issues with the data retention schedules, which in thecurrent proposals are reduced to three months after the matching exercise.However, as he explains, the NFI could have access to the data for a longer time ifthe matching period is included. Besides, retaining data after a negative match (themajority of cases) is “contrary to any basic data protection analysis”.
Additionally, providing an ongoing data matching service as described in thedocuments would require permanent access to some large critical databases, whichmeans that in practice the published schedules for data deletion could meanpermanent rolling requests. The government should clarify whether retentionschedule rather means update intervals to a dataset that will be permanentlyaccessible.

Other issues
The expansion of these powers deserves proper parliamentary scrutiny andwider consultation
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These new powers were buried as optional measures in the Local Audit andAccountability Act 2014,15 but the Government has chosen to activate them now, wecan only assume in connection somehow to the new National Data Strategy.Government data policy was moved back to the Cabinet Office from DCMS in July2020.
The powers are introduced by ministers through secondary legislation in anaffirmative statutory instrument (SI) and both Houses of Parliament have to approvethem. This process raises important questions of democratic accountability as the2014 Act was not broadly discussed in these terms of creating a huge lawenforcement data matching power across the whole public sector.
The 2014 Act was presented at the time by the government as an exercise inlocal democracy and there was no detailed discussion of these powers. The focus ofthe Act was on dismantling the Audit Commission and creating local accountabilitysystems. In their explanatory documents16, the government mentioned in passingthat some of the previous powers of the Audit Commission under the Serious CrimeAct 200717 would pass to the NFI.
A review of Hansard18 shows that there was a limited discussion of theseexpansive powers but some concerns were raised. A huge amount of data sharingwas taking place at the Audit Commission, but at that time this was restricted tofraud and mainly local authorities, and not to broader law enforcement.Nevertheless, the existing powers of the Audit Commission at the time, inherited bythe Cabinet Office, were acknowledged to be quite excessive, even by Governmentministers:
“I must say that I had not appreciated how extensive data sharing was within theAudit Commission and local government. Central government has been approachingthis matter with a rather greater degree of caution and hesitation. Perhaps I shouldphone the Guardian and tell it just what the Audit Commission has been doing in thisregard. I am sure that that newspaper would like to make it a front-page spread.( Lord Wallace of Saltaire, Minister for the Cabinet Office at the time 2013-14)”19
“It should be stressed that neither the further purposes described nor theadditional one arising from this amendment can be a proper purpose of datamatching until introduced by regulation following wide consultation. (Lord McKenzie
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of Luton)”20
While the Cabinet Office has consulted extensively within government, there hasbeen almost no consultation with citizens or civil society. The new powers wereuncovered by data protection expert Chris Pounder, who raised the alarm.21

The operation of LAAA 2014 powers together with the Digital Economy Act2017 causes legal uncertainty
The Digital Economy Act 2017 (DEA 2017) introduced new powers for data sharingacross government for several specific purposes that included dealing with fraudand debt owed to public bodies. The DEA has no powers related to the crime,offenders, or error and inaccuracies and excludes the NHS. The DEA includedother powers for data sharing for improving public service delivery, research andcivil registration. All powers in the DEA are permissive and not mandatory as in the2014 Act.
ORG participated in extensive consultations with the Cabinet Office to introducesafeguards in the data-sharing powers in the DEA22 2017. Partly through ORG’spressure, the powers for fraud and debt in the DEA were introduced on a pilotbasis that required explicit renewal to continue.
The powers have been used for several pilots, but there is little discussion abouttheir success. These include for example using driver’s licence data of UniversalCredit claimants to identify possible other adults at the same address revealing arisk of undeclared partner fraud, and sharing data of HMRC and Student Loans tolook for childcare costs claims.23
Before new powers are introduced we need to improve the use of existing powers.
The DEA powers were expected to streamline data sharing and bring moretransparency. There are registers for data sharing under the powers.24 but morebroadly transparency on sharing is limited. Many of the pilots relate to council taxdebt collection.
The NFI consultation document explains that the two regimes under the DEA and the2014 Act are used at the same time:
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“17.5.There are instances, however, where both the 2014 Act and the DEA havebeen used side by side within the CO. For example, NFI used the 2014 Act toprovide data to HMRC; HMRC then added data and provided back to the NFI usingthe DEA. Data matches were then available to NFI participants using the 2014 Act.”
This practice raises serious concerns and should be explained in detail.
The funding model of the NFI causes an incentive to share data
The consultation document explains that the NFI expect that new databases andorganisations will be added to the programme if the new powers are enacted.
The NFI charges each participant between £1,000 and 5,000 and it covers most ofits £2.4m budget from these fees. This creates an incentive to increase data sharing.
The NFI carries out regular large scale data matching exercises but in additionprovides several web-based services to private and public organisations:
ReCheck: organisations can repeat data matching exercises at a time that suitsthem.
AppCheck: help verify people’s identity or if they have left out relevant informationthat might affect their entitlement to a benefit, service or employment.
FraudHub: participant bodies can pool their data in order to prevent errors inprocessing payments and to reduce fraud.
These services expanded to the new powers could see a huge expansion of privatesector participant organisations.


